“Luxury and design take off
in the Sporades islands!”
Alina Tsolakakis

PROJECT: KB SUITES & SPA
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Surrounded by the green landscape of Skiathos,
we find KB Suites & Spa, part of Kassandra Bay Resort.
This place is a paradise of luxury and calmness, exclusively
designed to provide absolute comfort and privacy.

QUICK FACTS
KB Suites & Spa

Vassilias Beach, Skiathos

Concept & Brand Development
by Alina Tsolakakis
Number of rooms: 12
Operation period: March-October
Project duration: 6 months
Project implementation: 3 months
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THE CONCEPT

Found in one of the most beautiful
islands of the Sporades complex,
Skiathos, K&B Suites & Spa inspired
Alina Tsolakakis to create a lovers’
hideaway! The concept was to produce
a different touristic product within an
already established resort. A product that
differentiates from the rest of the resort
and aims at affluent individuals.
Plain luxury, absolute privacy, modern
premises and an outstanding spa
compose the picture of K&B Suites & Spa.

THE REALIZATION

Roomy suites, light and warm shades of
colors that ease the eye, top quality
textiles, carefully chosen furniture and
private swimming pools invoke the right

atmosphere for private moments.
A beautiful garden offers views to
Vassilias Beach, which is one of the most
picturesque on the island. Personalized
services and special treatments offered by
the spa combine with the restaurant and
the bar to complete the scenery.
In K&B Suites & Spa, special attention
was given to particular services, like
aromatherapy pillows, color therapy,
aroma therapy and Jacuzzi that were
exclusively designed to offer absolute
relaxation and calmness.
Particular attention was given to the
development of the romantic side of the
hotel. Alina Tsolakakis and her team of experts produced a photo shoot dedicated to
the romantic charac-ter of KB Suites & Spa.

